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In the environments where the source nodes are close to one another and generate a lot of sensory data traﬃc with redundancy,
transmitting all sensory data by individual nodes not only wastes the scarce wireless bandwidth, but also consumes a lot of battery
energy. Instead of each source node sending sensory data to its sink for aggregation (the so-called client/server computing), Qi et
al. in 2003 proposed a mobile agent (MA)-based distributed sensor network (MADSN) for collaborative signal and information
processing, which considerably reduces the sensory data traﬃc and query latency as well. However, MADSN is based on the
assumption that the operation of mobile agent is only carried out within one hop in a clustering-based architecture. This paper
considers MA in multihop environments and adopts directed diﬀusion (DD) to dispatch MA. The gradient in DD gives a hint to
eﬃciently forward the MA among target sensors. The mobile agent paradigm in combination with the DD framework is dubbed
mobile agent-based directed diﬀusion (MADD). With appropriate parameters set, extensive simulation shows that MADD exhibits
better performance than original DD (in the client/server paradigm) in terms of packet delivery ratio, energy consumption, and
end-to-end delivery latency.
Copyright © 2007 Min Chen et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in deploying
a sheer number of microsensors that collaborate in a distributed manner on sensing, data gathering, and processing.
In contrast with IP-based communication networks based on
global addresses and routing metrics of hop counts, sensor
nodes normally lack global addresses. Also, as being unattended after deployment, they are constrained in energy supply (e.g., small battery capacity).
These characteristics of sensor networks require energy
awareness at most layers of protocol stacks. To address such
challenges, most of researches focus on prolonging the network lifetime, allowing scalability for a large number of sensor nodes, or supporting fault tolerance (e.g., sensor’s failure
and battery depletion) [2, 3]. Most energy-eﬃcient proposals
are based on the traditional client/server computing model,
where each sensor node sends its sensory data to a backend processing center or a sink node. Because the link bandwidth of a wireless sensor network is typically much lower
than that of a wired network, a sensor network’s data traﬃc

may exceed the network capacity. To solve the problem of
the overwhelming data traﬃc, Qi et al. [1] proposed the mobile agent-based distributed sensor network (MADSN) for
scalable and energy-eﬃcient data aggregation (this aggregation process is called collaborative signal and information
processing in [1]). By transmitting the software code, called
“mobile agent (MA)” to sensor nodes, the large amount
of sensory data can be reduced or transformed into small
data by eliminating the redundancy. For example, the sensory data of two closely located sensors are likely to have redundant or common part when the data of two sensors are
merged. Therefore, data aggregation is a necessary function
in densely populated sensor networks in order to reduce the
sensory data traﬃc. However, MADSN operates based on the
following assumptions: (1) the sensor network architecture is
clustering based; (2) source nodes are within one hop from
a clusterhead; (3) much redundancy exists among the sensory data which can be fused into a single data packet with
a fixed size. These assumptions pose much limitation on the
range of applications which can be supported by MADSN.
This limitation of clustering can be addressed by a flat sensor
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Figure 1: Mobile agent-based image sensor querying.

network architecture, which may be suitable for a wide range
of sensor applications. Thus, we will consider MA in multihop environments with the absence of a clusterhead. Without clusterhead, we have to answer the following questions.
(1) How is an MA routed from sink to source, from source to
source, and from source to sink in an eﬃcient way? (2) How
does an MA decide a sequence to visit multiple source nodes?
(3) If the sensory data of all the source nodes cannot be
fused into a single data packet with a fixed size, will the MA
paradigm still perform more eﬃciently than the client/server
computing model? How about in the environments where
the source nodes are not close to one another, and the sensory data do not have enough redundancy?
With the development of WSN, “one-deployment multiple applications” is a trend due to the application-specific
nature of sensor networks. Such a trend must require sensor
nodes to have various capabilities to handle multiple applications, which is economically infeasible. In general, using
memory-constrained embedded sensors to store every possible application in their local memory is impossible. Thus, a
way of dynamically deploying a new application is needed.
To have an in-depth look at problems we mentioned
above and why the MA is necessary, we investigate the following scenario of an image recognition application in wireless sensor networks. In Figure 1, we assume that a number
of image sensors are deployed to monitor a remote region.
Transmitting the whole pictures taken by individual sensors
to a sink node may be overwhelming for the wireless link,
or even unnecessary in the case that the sink node needs
only the region of interest (ROI) of the picture (e.g., human
face or vehicle identification number plate). Thus, instead of
transmitting the whole picture, a source node extracts the
ROI from the whole picture using an image segmentation
algorithm. However, a single kind of image segmentation algorithm cannot achieve fairly good performance for all kinds
of images to be extracted. For example, a code for segmenting a face image will be diﬀerent from the one for segmenting a vehicle identification number plate. However, a sensor
network may require various image processing algorithms to

handle diﬀerent kinds of images of interest. It is impossible
to keep all kinds of codes in a sensor node’s limited memory.
In order to solve this problem, the sink node can dispatch
an MA carrying a specific image segmentation code to the
sensors of interest. Carrying a special processing code, the
MA enables a source node to perform local processing on the
sensed data as requested by the application. When the MA
reaches and visits the sensors of interest, the image data at
each target sensor node can be reduced into a smaller one by
image-segment processing.
Since multiple hops may exist among target source nodes,
the migration behavior of the MA becomes complicated and
it is important to find out a way to dispatch the MA eﬃciently
among the sensors of interest. Directed diﬀusion (DD) [4, 5]
is a prominent example of data-centric routing based on application layer context and local interactions. The gradient
in DD gives a hint to eﬃciently forward the MA among target sensors. The MA paradigm in combination with the DD
framework is dubbed mobile agent-based directed diﬀusion
(MADD). This paper investigates this combination: is it feasible to conduct DD with the mobile agent paradigm? How
does MA operate in detail? In which condition does MADD
outperform DD in terms of energy consumption and endto-end delay?
This study also provides insights into the behavior of
MA in multihop wireless environments, contributing to
a better understanding of this novel combination of mobile agent paradigm and a holistic DD framework. Extensive simulation-based comparison between original DD and
MADD shows that, depending on the parameters, MADD
can significantly reduce the energy consumption and endto-end delay. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents related work. We describe MADD design
issues and algorithm in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Simulation model and results are explained in Sections 5 and 6,
respectively. Finally, Section 7 will conclude the paper.
2.

RELATED WORK

Recently, mobile agents have been proposed for eﬃcient data
dissemination in sensor networks [1, 6–12]. In a typical
client/server-based sensor network, the occurrence of certain events will alert sensors to collect data and send them
to a sink node. However, the introduction of a mobile agent
(MA) leads to a new computing paradigm, which is in contrast to the traditional client/server-based computing. The
MA is a special kind of software which visits the network
either periodically or on demand (when the application requires). It performs data processing autonomously while migrating from node to node. Although there are advantages
and disadvantages (code caching, safety, and security) of using MAs [3] in a particular scenario, their successful applications range from e-commerce [6] to military situation awareness [7]. They are found to be particularly useful for data fusion tasks in distributed sensor networks. The motivations
for using MAs in distributed sensor networks have been extensively studied in [1].
As mentioned in Section 1, this paper will adopt DD for
routing MA. DD [4] is a data-centric dissemination protocol
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for sensor networks. It provides the following mechanisms:
(a) for a sink node to flood a query toward the sensors of
interest (say, sensors detecting event), (b) for intermediate
nodes to set up gradients to send data along the routes toward the sink node. DD provides high quality paths, but
requires an initial flood of the query to explore paths. In
DD, the publish/subscribe mechanism provides a sensor network with application context by attribute-based naming.
Attribute-based naming specifies which sensors are responsible for responding queries, and how intermediate sensors
perform in network processing. Attributes describe the data
which a sink node desires, by specifying sensor types, desired
data rate, and possibly some geographical region. A monitoring node becomes a sink, creating attributes of interest
specifying a particular kind of data. The interest is propagated over the network towards sensor nodes in the specified
region. A key feature of DD is that every sensor node can
be application-aware, which means that nodes store and interpret interests, rather than simply forwarding them along.
Each sensor node that receives an interest maintains a table
that contains which neighbor(s) sent that interest. To such a
neighbor, it sets up a gradient. A gradient is used to evaluate
the eligibility of a neighbor node as a next hop node for data
dissemination. After setting up a gradient, the sensor node
redistributes the interest by broadcasting the interest. As interests travel across the network, sensors that match interests
are triggered and the application activates its local sensors to
begin collecting and sending data.
3.

OVERVIEW OF THE MADD DESIGN

In this section, we discuss the key design issues of MADD. Before describing them, we first present our assumptions about
MADD and its applications.
(1) Compared with the distance to the sink node, the target sensor nodes are geographically close to each other.
(2) Only source nodes matching interest packets will store
the processing code carried by an MA. The sink does
not flood processing code to the whole network, since
the associated communication overhead may be too
high. For example, shipping a mobile agent with face
detection code would incur an overhead of over 1 MB.
However, most of the sensor nodes may not be queried
by this application at all.
(3) Processing code is stored in the source node when the
MA visits it at the first time. The processing code will
be operating until the task is scheduled to finish. It may
be discarded when the task is finished.
(4) The locally processed data in each source node will be
aggregated into the accumulated data result of the MA
by a certain aggregation ratio.
3.1. Application redundancy eliminating by
MA-assisted local processing
As described in Section 1, due to the application-specific
nature of sensor networks, a sensor should have various
capabilities to handle multiple applications. However, it is
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unrealistic for a memory-constrained embedded sensor to
store every possible application code in its local memory.
The introduction of MA not only provides an eﬃcient way
of dynamically deploying a new application, but also allows
a source node to perform local processing on the raw data
as requested by the application. This capability enables a reduction in the amount of data to be transmitted since only
relevant information will be extracted and transmitted. Let r
(0 < r < 1) be the reduction ratio by the MA-assisted local
processing, let Sidata be the size of raw data at source i, and let
Ri be the size of reduced data. Then,
Ri = Sidata · (1 − r).
3.2.

(1)

Aggregation

The degree of sensed data correlation among sensors is
closely related to the distance between sensors so that it is
very likely for closely located sensors to generate redundant
sensed data. Therefore, data aggregation, which eliminates
unnecessary data transmissions, is a necessary function in
densely populated sensor networks in order to refine the
sensed data as well as to extend the network lifetime. Because
the aggregation decisions are made as the data is disseminated in the network, this is also referred to as in-network
processing.
In DD, diﬀerent data packets which are completely/
partially redundant each other are forwarded to the sink
through multiple paths with a low probability to be aggregated. This aggregation technique can be considered as opportunistic aggregation.
In contrast, the MA aggregates individual sensed data
when it visits each target source. Though this kind of aggregation technique is typically used in clustering or aggregation
tree-based data dissemination protocols, the aggregation in
MADD does not need any overhead to construct these special
structures. Note that MADD builds the gradient for routing
as DD does, and does not need more control overhead than
DD.
We calculate the size of data result accumulated by the
MA using the similar method in [9]. A sequence of data result
can be fused with an aggregation ratio (ρ, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1). Let
Sima be the amount of accumulated data result after the MA
leaves source i, where Ri is the amount of data that will be
aggregated by ρ. Then,
S1ma = R1 ,
S2ma = R1 + (1 − ρ) · R2
..
.
i−1
Sima = Sma
+ (1 − ρ) · Ri

= R1 +

i


(2)

(1 − ρ) · Rk .

k=2

In (2), there is no data aggregation in the first source. The
value of ρ is dependent on the type of application. For the image processing application described in Section 1, when we
fuse two ROI images, eﬀective data fusion can be attained
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Figure 2: Gradient-based solution for deciding the order of source
nodes to be visited.

only if statistical characteristics of the image are known (e.g.,
Slepian-Wolf coding schemes [13]), which implies that data
aggregation may not be achieved eﬃciently. By comparison,
the application considered in [1] is an extreme example,
where the sensory data can be fused into a data with fixed
size (say, ρ = 1).
3.3. Efficient routing
The order of source nodes to be visited by the MA can have
a significant impact on energy consumption. Finding an optimal source-visiting sequence is an NP-complete problem.
In [10], a genetic algorithm-based solution to compute an
approximate solution is presented. Though global optimization can be achieved using genetic algorithm, it is not a
lightweight solution for sensor nodes that are constrained
in energy supply. This paper adopts a gradient-based solution (in Section 4.3) for the MA to dynamically decide the
route. Figure 2 gives an example of deciding source-visiting
sequence through the gradient-based solution.
4.

to the sink individually. Then, the sink will receive these exploratory data packets from various sources and decide the
list of sources that will be visited by an MA. In the list, there
are two sources whose positions are important, namely, the
first source which the MA will visit (FirstSrc) and the last
source (LastSrc).
The MA-related operation begins at the point of the sink
dispatching MA and ends when the MA returns to the sink
with collected results. The whole route can be generally divided into three parts demarcated by FirstSrc and LastSrc
(i.e., from the sink to FirstSrc, from FirstSrc to LastSrc, and
from LastSrc to the sink).
In most cases, each source is expected to generate the sensory data periodically with some interval, which means the
same code (MA) needs to be stored for multiple runnings.
Thus, when the MA arrives at the FirstSrc, it will be stored.
Then, FirstSrc sets a Create-MA-Timer, which is used to trigger the next round to dispatch the MA to collect data from
the relevant sources again. Obviously, the interval between
the successive rounds will be equal to the sensory data generating rate which is set to the value of the Create-MA-Timer.
This round will be repeated until the task is finished. A round
can also be defined as the interval from the time that an MA
collects the data packet in the FirstSrc to the time that it collects the data packet in LastSrc. At the end of the last round,
the task is finished.
When the Create-MA-Timer expires, FirstSrc starts a new
round by dispatching the MA along all the sensors. After an
MA visits the LastSrc, it discards the processing code and carries the aggregated result to the sink. The sink will be expected to receive an MA by the desired data rate until the
task is finished.
Based on the above illustration, the diﬀerences between
MADD and client/server-based WSN can be listed as follows.
(1) All the relevant sources in client/server-based WSN
send sensory data individually with a specified interval; while in MADD, a single MA visiting all the relevant sources will collect the data. The interval between
reports to the sink is decided by the dispatching rate of
the MA.
(2) In client/server-based WSN, data results are sent back
in parallel from all sources, or return to the sink; while
in MADD, data is collected by the MAs visiting all the
target sensors along a single path.

THE MADD ALGORITHM
4.2.

Section 4.1 gives an overview of the algorithm. Section 4.2
describes the structure of the MADD packet. Section 4.3 illustrates MADD with the details. Then, we give a simple performance analysis in Section 4.4
4.1. Algorithm overview
The flowchart of the MADD protocol is shown in Figure 3.
Once receiving a new task as requested by an application, the
sink initially floods an interest packet to find out the sources
which will perform the task. If the sources in the target region receive the interest packets, they flood exploratory data

Mobile agent packet format

The information contained in an MA packet is shown in
Figure 4. The pair of SinkID and MA SeqNum is used to identify an MA packet. Whenever a sink dispatches a new MA
packet, it will increment the MA SeqNum. FirstSrc and LastSrc are the source nodes scheduled to be visited firstly and
lastly by the MA, respectively. The pair of FirstSrc and LastSrc indicates the beginning and ending points of MA’s data
gathering. RoundIdx is the index of current round. The value
is initially set to 1 by the sink in the first round, and will
be incremented by the FirstSrc in the following rounds. LastRoundFlag indicates that the current round is the last round
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the basic MADD protocol.
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Figure 4: MA packet structure.

of the whole task. The flag is set by FirstSrc. When an MA
with LastRoundFlag set arrives at a source node, it can make
the system unmount the corresponding processing code after
its execution.
When an MA migrates, it may change variable attributes.
NextSrc specifies the next destination source node to be visited. NextHop indicates the immediate next hop node which
is an intermediate sensor node or a target source node. If
NextHop is equal to NextSrc, it means that the next hop
node is current destination source. SrcList contains the identifiers (IDs) of target sensor nodes that remain to be visited
in the current round. It does not contain any information
of source-visiting sequence since NextSrc is dynamically decided when an MA arrives at a source node (except LastSrc).
SrcList initially contains all the IDs of source nodes when an
MA is created. The corresponding ID will be deleted after the
MA visits the source node. If all the target sources have been

visited by the MA, ToSinkFlag is set to indicate that the destination of the MA is the sink. NextSrc, NextHop, SrcList, and
ToSinkFlag hint the dynamical route of MA migration. Payload includes two kinds of data. One is ProcessingCode which
is used to process sensed data; the other is Data which carries
the accumulated data result. The size of Data is zero when an
MA is generated, and increases while the MA migrates from
source to source.
4.3.

Detailed illustration of MADD protocol and
gradient-based MA routing

The proposed MADD mechanism is based on the original
DD (two-phase pull DD). In this DD, the sink initially diffuses an interest for notifications of low-rate exploratory
events which are intended for path setup and repair. The gradients set up for exploratory events are called exploratory
gradients. The multiple exploratory gradients can enable fast
recovery from failed paths or reinforcement of empirically
better paths. Once target sources receive the corresponding
interest, they send exploratory data, possibly along multiple paths, toward the sink. The initial flooding of the interest, together with the flood of the exploratory data, constitutes the first phase of two-phase pull DD. If the sink has
multiple previous hop nodes, it chooses a preferred neighbor to receive subsequent data messages for the same interest
(e.g., the one which delivered the exploratory data earliest).
To do this, the sink reinforces the preferred neighbor, which
in turn, reinforces its preferred previous hop node, and so
on. Periodically, the source sends additional exploratory data
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messages to adjust gradients in the case of network changes
(due to node failure, energy depletion, or mobility), temporary network partitions, or to recover from lost exploratory
messages. The path reinforcement and the subsequent transmission of data along reinforced paths constitute the second
phase of two-phase pull DD. The first phase of MADD is
identical to that of DD, however, in addition to path reinforcement, in the second phase, an MA is sent to target source
nodes matching the sink’s interests.
Figure 5 depicts the detailed operation of the second
phase in the MADD scheme. At the end of the first phase,
the target sensor nodes generate multiple exploratory message flows to the sink. Since the ultimate goal is the detection
of events in sensor networks [14], the sink may stop handling
any exploratory message flows if it considers that the number
of source nodes is large enough to meet the requirement of
reliable event detection. Thus all the source nodes or only
a subset of these nodes will be chosen to be visited by MA.
Among the target source nodes to be visited, the sink will
choose the first and last source nodes. Then, the sink generates an MA with the packet format described in Figure 4,
and dispatches it to the first source. At the same time, the
sink reinforces the path to the last source. When the MA arrives at the first source node, it is stored in the node. We divide the whole task period into rounds, where each round
requires the MA to visit all the chosen target sensors and to
return the data result to the sink. The MA starts from the first

source (or from the sink only in the first round) and arrives
at the last source. Finally, the MA will carry the data result
to the sink along the reinforced path. In the first round, in
addition to that the MA moves from source to source to collect and aggregate information, it also copies processing code
into the memory of each source node. At the beginning of
each round, the first source node will construct another MA
from its memory and dispatch it to initiate the new round.
Since processing code has already resided in each source node
after the first round, the MA does not carry the processing
code any more in the following rounds. When the whole task
is finished, all the source nodes will discard the processing
code.
In the first phase of MADD, the initial flooding of the
interest enables each sensor node (e.g., intermediate sensor
node or source node) to set up exploratory gradients [15]
which are used to deliver exploratory messages intended for
path setup and repair. The exploratory gradients, which are
denoted as exp., are shown in Figure 6(a). After path reinforcement, the updated gradients are shown in Figure 6(b).
The gradient to deliver MA is denoted by MA. The identifier
of each node is equal to the one in Figure 5.
In MADD, target source nodes flooding exploratory messages enable sensor nodes to set up ToSourceEntry, which is
a kind of gradient toward each target source. ToSourceEntry
is used for MA to roam among source nodes. In this paper, a
time-to-live (TTL) field is set in exploratory message to mandate only the sensor nodes within the target region to set up
their ToSourceEntries. The value of TTL is decreased as exploratory message is propagated hop by hop. If the value is
equal to 0, sensor nodes do not set up ToSourceEntry any
more. Among all the neighbors of a sensor node, only the
neighbor who first relays the exploratory message of a specific target source will be chosen as the sensor node’s NextHop in the ToSourceEntry. In Figure 5, nodes A, B, C, and
D are the target source nodes. The ToSourceEntries set up by
nodes A, B, C, 16, and D are shown in Figure 7.
Based on the gradients and ToSourceEntries, a migrating
route is decided by the following three operating elements.
(1) Choose FirstSrc and LastSrc. According to (2), the size
of an MA is the minimum in FirstSrc while it becomes
the maximum in LastSrc. Thus, to reduce total communication overhead, FirstSrc should be the farthest
target sensor from the sink, while LastSrc should be the
closest one. In this paper, the target source which is the
last (first) to send exploratory messages to the sink is
chosen as FirstSrc (LastSrc). The sink will reinforce the
path to LastSrc.
(2) Decide source-visiting sequence. Except that FirstSrc and
LastSrc are chosen by the sink, the sequence of visiting
the other source nodes is dynamically decided by each
target sensor in SrcList. For example, when an MA arrives at node A in Figure 5, the node will choose the
closest next source node based on its ToSourceEntry
shown in the first row of Figure 7. Since the lowest latency of node B is the least, it implies that node B is
the closest source node from node A and is chosen as
NextSrc.
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Figure 6: Gradients to the sink. (a) Before reinforcement. (b) After
reinforcement.

Performance analysis

In this section, we present a simple analysis that evaluates the
key performance metrics of DD and MADD, including the
average end-to-end delay for a data packet delivery (Tete ) and
the cumulative energy consumption involved in forwarding
data packets from all the source nodes to the sink in one
round(E).
Let Tdd and Tma denote Tete of DD and MADD, respectively. It accounts for all possible delays during data dissemination, caused by queuing, retransmission due to collision
at the MAC, and transmission time. Let H be the number
of hops along the path between LastSrc and the sink, which
is actually the lowest latency path among all the source-sink
pairs. Let H + h be the average number of hops of all the
source-sink pairs in DD. Sdata is the size of sensed data and Sh
is the size of packet header. Let vn be the data rate at MAC
layer; let tctrl be the total delay for control messages (say,
ACK) during a successful data transmission. In DD, multiple data results sent in parallel from all sources are likely to
contend for the channel (CSMA-CA) and potentially collide,
which causes additional delay for data retransmissions, especially as the number of source nodes becomes large. Let taccess
be the average latency to transmit a data packet successfully
in DD. Let Tr be the average latency for path reinforcement.
Let ndata be the number of data packets delivered to the sink
during the task. Then, Tdd is equal to


ToSourceEntry (exploratory message SeqNum = 5)
Source

A

B

C

D

A

NextHop
Lowest Latency (ms)

—
—

B
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Tr
S + Sh
+ data
+ tctrl + taccess · (H + h)
ndata
vn


Sdata + Sh
≈
+ tctrl + taccess · (H + h)
vn


if ndata  1 .

Tdd =

In MADD, Tma is the average time interval between the
time an MA is created and the time the MA returns to the
sink. Let T p be the delay of the MA migrating from the sink
to the FirstSrc; let Troam be the average latency of MA roaming
from the FirstSrc to the LastSrc; let Tback be the average delay
of MA migrating from the LastSrc to the sink.
Let τ be the MA accessing delay (e.g., the time for an MA
to amount processing code in target source). Let S p be the
size of processing code; let v p be the data processing rate; let
Sima be the size of MA at source i; let N be the number of
source nodes. Then, Troam is equal to

Figure 7: ToSourceEntry setup after exploratory messages flooding.

Troam =

N 


τ+

i=1

(3) Find the next hop node to route an MA along the entire
path from sink to source, source to source, and source to
sink. Dispatched by the sink, an MA migrates to FirstSrc in the same manner as a reinforcement message
is forwarded in original DD. When the MA migrates
among target sources, its next hop node will be decided according to current node’s ToSourceEntry. The
MA will return to the sink using the reinforced path
(e.g., path D-7-5-2-E in Figure 5).

(3)



Sdata Sima + S p + Sh
+
+ tctrl .
vp
vn

(4)

In (4), Sima is equal to


 



i−1
Sima = Sma
+ Sdata · 1 − ri · 1 − pi .

(5)

Let SNma be the size of an MA packet after the MA visits
LastSrc. Then, Tback is equal to
Tback =





SNma + Sh
+ tctrl · H.
vn

(6)
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Then, Tma can be calculated as follows:

Sensor nodes
Sink

Tp
+ Troam + Tback
ndata


≈ Troam + Tback
if ndata  1 .

Tma =

Target region

(7)

Let Edd and Ema denote E of DD and MADD, respectively.
Let mtx and mrx be the energy consumption for receiving and
transmitting a bit, respectively. Let b be the fix energy cost
to transmit a packet. Let ectrl be the energy consumption of
control messages exchanged for a successful data transmission. Let eretx be the energy consumption of packet retransmissions for a successful data transmission in case of congestion in DD. Then, Edd is equal to
Edd =



 

Sdata + Sh · mtx + mrx





+ b + ectrl + eretx · (H + h) · N.

(8)
Figure 8: Sensor network model.

In MADD, let E p be the energy consumption of MA migrating from the sink to the FirstSrc; let Eroam be the average energy consumption of MA roaming from the FirstSrc
to LastSrc; let Eback be the average energy consumption of
MA migrating from the LastSrc to the sink. Let m p be the energy consumption for processing a bit. Then, Eroam is equal
to
Eroam =

N


i=1



Sdata · m p + Sima + S p + Sh

Application layer
Sensor
App manager






· mtx + mrx + b + tctrl .

(9)

MADD routing

Routing layer
MADD and directed diﬀusion routing

Wlan mac intf

Data link layer
IEEE 802.11 implementation + interface

Eback is equal to
Eback =

 







SNma + Sh · mtx + mrx + b + tctrl · H.

(10)

Finally, Ema can be calculated as follows:
Ep
+ Eroam + Eback
ndata


≈ Eroam + Eback
if ndata  1 .

Ema =

5.

1. Sensor module: constant bit rate (CBR)
real-time & best-eﬀort traﬃc generator
2. App manager module:
application-specific in-network processing

Wirless lan mac

Physical layer
WLAN receiver (rx) + WLAN transmitter (tx)

Wlan port rx 0 Wlan port tx 0

Figure 9: Sensor node model.

(11)

THE SIMULATION MODEL

5.1. Simulation settings
In order to demonstrate the performance of MADD, we
choose a client/server-based scheme (i.e., DD) to compare
with MADD. We use OPNET [16, 17] for discrete event
simulation. Figure 8 illustrates our sensor network. Figure 9
shows the protocol stack of our sensor node model; it includes application layer, routing layer, data link layer, and
physical layer. Each task requires periodic transmission of
data packets with a constant bit rate (CBR) of 1 packet/s. The
sensor nodes are battery operated except the sink. The sink is
assumed to have infinite energy supply. We assume that both
the sink and sensor nodes are stationary. The sink is located
close to one corner of the area, while the target sensor nodes
are specified at the other corner. We use the energy model
in [18]. The energy consumption parameters are shown in

Table 1. Every node starts with the same initial energy budget (4,500 W·s) [18]. We use the following equation to calculate the energy consumption in three states (transmitting,
receiving, or overhearing):
m × PacketSizeMAC + b + Pidle × t × 1000 (μW · s).

(12)

Note that to express power consumption in idle state, Pidle ,
in μW unit, 1000 is multiplied. In (12), m represents the incremental cost compared to the power consumption in idle
state, b represents the fixed cost independent of the packet
size, t represents the duration of the state, and PacketSizeMAC
represents the size of the MAC packet.
The parameter values used in the simulations are presented in Table 2. The basic settings are common to all the experiments. For each experiment, we simulate for sixty times
with diﬀerent random seeds and get the average results.

Min Chen et al.
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Table 1: Energy consumption parameters configuration of lucent
IEEE802.11 WaveLAN card [17].
Normalized initial energy of sensor node (W·sec)
Incremental cost
(μW·s/bytes)

Fixed cost (μW·s)

4500

mtx

1.9

mrecv
moverhearing

0.5
0.39

btx

454

brecv

356
140

boverhearing
Pidle (mW)

843
Table 2: Simulation setting.
Basic specification

Network size
Topology configuration mode
Total sensor node number
Data rate at MAC layer (vn )
Transmission range of sensor node
Long retry limit
Short retry limit

transmitting, receiving, and overhearing during simulation. Recall that ndata denotes the number of data
packets delivered to the sink. Then, e is equal to

500 m × 500 m
Randomized
1500
1 Mbps
60 m

e=

Number of source nodes (N)

η=
6.

Default: 5

Size of sensed data (Sdata )
Size of control message

Default: 1 KB
Default: 128 B

Sensed data packet interval
Duration

Default: 1 s
Default: 300 s

MADD specification
Raw data reduction ratio (r) in (1)
Aggregation ratio (ρ) in (2)
MA accessing delay (τ) in (4)
Data processing rate (v p ) in (4)
Size of processing code (Sproc )

Default: 0.8
Default: 0.2
Default: 10 ms
Default: 50 Mbps
Default: 2 MB

5.2. Performance metrics
In this section, five performance metrics are evaluated.
(i) Reliability (packet delivery ratio). It is denoted by P. It is
the ratio of the number of data packets delivered to the
sink to the number of packets generated by the source
nodes.
(ii) Energy consumption per successful data delivery. It is
denoted by e. It is the ratio of network energy consumption to the number of data packets successfully
delivered to the sink. The network energy consumption includes all the energy consumption by transmitting and receiving during simulation. As in [1], we do
not account energy consumption for idle state, since
this part is approximately the same for all the schemes
simulated. Let Etotal be all the energy consumption by

(13)

(iii) Average end-to-end packet delay. It is denoted by Tete .
And we also use Tdd and Tma to denote the average
end-to-end delays in DD and MADD, respectively. It
includes all possible delays during data dissemination,
caused by queuing, retransmission due to collision at
the MAC, and transmission time.
(iv) Energy∗ delay/reliability. In sensor networks, it is important to consider both energy and delay. In [19], the
combined energy∗ delay metric can reflect both the energy usage and the end-to-end delay. Furthermore, in
unreliable environment, the reliability is also an important metric. In this paper, we adopt the following
metric to evaluate the integrated performance of reliability, energy, and delay:

Default: 4
Default: 7
Sensed traﬃc specification

Etotal
.
ndata

e · Tete
.
P

(14)

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the above performance metrics of DD and MADD, and determine the conditions under which MADD is more eﬃcient than DD by simulation.
Though these conditions are aﬀected by many parameters,
only a set of important parameters is chosen, such as the duration of the task (Ttask ), reduction ratio (r), aggregation ratio (ρ), size of sensed data of each sensor (Sdata ). If we set ρ
to 0, it means that data aggregation does not work, all the reduced sensed data are concatenated. When MADD is applied
to a wide range of applications, the consideration of varying
both r and ρ is necessary. In the image processing application described in Section 1, if the target camera sensors are
sparsely distributed, the redundancy between two ROI images is low, which implies that the value of ρ would be small
(e.g., ρ = 0.2). In the following sections, several groups of
simulations are evaluated. Only one parameter (e.g., Ttask , r,
ρ, and Sdata ) is changed in each group while the other parameters are fixed.
6.1.

Comparison of MADD and DD with
variable duration of task

In these experiments, we change Ttask from 10 seconds to
600 seconds. In Figure 10, e decreases as Ttask increases in
both DD and MADD.
When the Ttask is small (i.e., lower than 60 seconds),
MADD has higher e than DD because MADD consumes energy (E p ) to transmit processing code from the sink to the
target region. Note that E p is a fixed value. If Ttask is small,
ndata is small, and e is large. However, when Ttask is beyond
90 seconds with r equal to 0.8 and ρ equal to 0.2, MADD has
lower e than DD. Thus, to amortize the cost of shipping the
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0.45
Average end-to-end packet delay (mW/s)

Energy consumption per successful
data delivery (mW/s)

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

0.4
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0.2
0.15
0.1

1
0.05
0

0

100

200

300
400
Duration (s)

500

0

0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Mobile agent access delay (s)

600

Client/server
MA r = 0.9 p = 0.1
MA r = 0.8 p = 0.2

Client/server
MA r = 0.9 p = 0.1
MA r = 0.8 p = 0.2

Figure 11: The impact of τ on Tete .

Figure 10: The impact of Ttask on e.
1

processing code once to source node, the source should process enough long streams of data.

0.95

In these experiments, we change τ from 0 seconds to
0.05 seconds. In Figure 11, Tdd is constant since changing
τ has no eﬀect on DD. Since the delay of τ is introduced
when MA visits each source, τ causes Tma increase fast if the
value is set to a large value. In Figure 11, when τ is beyond
0.042 seconds with r equal to 0.8 and ρ equal to 0.2, MADD
has larger end-to-end delay than DD. The value of τ is dependent on the middleware environments of mobile agent
system.
6.3. Comparison of MADD and DD with
variable size of sensed data
In these experiments, we change the size of sensed data of
each sensor (Sdata ) from 0.5 KB to 2 KB by increasing 0.25 KB
each time, and keep the other parameters in Table 2 unchanged. For MADD, several groups of simulations are evaluated with variables r and ρ.
In Figure 12, MADD always outperforms DD in terms of
P. In MADD, only single data flow is sent for each round. In
contrast, multiple data flows from individual source nodes
are sent in DD. Thus, congestion in DD is more likely to happen than in MADD. When Sdata increases, the congestion is
more serious and P of DD will decrease more.
In Figure 13, the energy consumption of DD is larger
than that of MADD in most cases. The larger is r or ρ, the
smaller is e in MADD. When r is equal to 0.9 and ρ is equal to
1, e is lowest among all the simulations, and it is insensitive to

Packet delivery ratio

0.9

6.2. Comparison of MADD and DD with
variable MA accessing delay

0.85
0.8
0.75
0.7
0.65
0.6
0.5

1

1.5

2

Sensed data size (KB)
Client/server
MA r = 0.9 p = 1
MA r = 0.9 p = 0.5
MA r = 0.9 p = 0.2
MA r = 0.8 p = 0.2

MA r
MA r
MA r
MA r

= 0.7
= 0.6
= 0.5
= 0.4

p = 0.2
p = 0.2
p = 0.2
p = 0.2

Figure 12: The impact of Sdata , r, and ρ on P.

the increase of Sdata . If ρ = 1, all the sensory data will be fused
into a data with fixed size. We expect that as ρ decreases, the
advantages of MADD will decrease. As we take a conservative
approach in evaluation, we will set ρ to a small value in most
scenarios. Given ρ fixed to 0.2, when r is beyond 0.6, e of
MADD is always less than that of DD, and the performance
gain of MADD increases as r increases.
When r is less than 0.4, MADD tends to have larger e,
since the smaller is r, the larger is the size of the accumulated
data result.
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Figure 13: The impact of Sdata , r, and ρ on e.

2
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MA r
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= 0.7
= 0.6
= 0.5
= 0.4

p = 0.2
p = 0.2
p = 0.2
p = 0.2

Figure 15: The impact of Sdata , r, and ρ on η.

possibly in most scenarios. These figures also give hints that
MADD should choose r and ρ appropriately. Given ρ fixed,
to find the bounds of r in terms of η, Figure 15 is plotted. It
can be observed that MADD has no advantage if ρ is equal
to 0.2 and r is smaller than 0.4. Note that the value of r and
ρ is dependent on the type of application. Before we adopt
MADD for data dissemination, the features of the application should be investigated. MADD will be selected if enough
high r and/or ρ can be attained.

1
Average end-to-end packet delay (s)

1.5

Sensed data size (KB)

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

7.
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0.1
0
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1.5

2

Sensed data size (KB)
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MA r = 0.9 p = 1
MA r = 0.9 p = 0.5
MA r = 0.9 p = 0.2
MA r = 0.8 p = 0.2
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MA r
MA r
MA r

= 0.7
= 0.6
= 0.5
= 0.4

p = 0.2
p = 0.2
p = 0.2
p = 0.2

Figure 14: The impact of Sdata , r, and ρ on Tete .

In Figure 14, Tma exhibits similar trend as e of MADD.
And Tma is more sensitive to Sdata than e. When ρ is equal to
0.2 and r is less than 0.6, MADD tends to have larger end-toend packet delay than DD.
In Figures 12, 13, and 14, MADD exhibits more consistent and relatively higher reliability, lower energy consumption than DD by compromising end-to-end delay bound

CONCLUSIONS

Recently, mobile agents have been proposed for eﬃcient
data dissemination in sensor networks. In [1], the authors proposed mobile agent-based distributed sensor network (MADSN) for cluster-based sensor networks. MADSN
has many advantages (e.g., scalability, extensibility, energy
awareness, reliability), and it is more eﬃcient for sensor networks than the client/server architecture. However, MADSN
operates based on the following assumptions: (1) the sensor network architecture is clustering based; (2) source nodes
are within one hop from a clusterhead; (3) much redundancy exists among the sensory data which can be fused
into a single data packet with a fixed size. These assumptions pose much limitation on the range of applications
which can be supported by MADSN. This paper investigates
a scenario of image processing application over wireless sensor networks, where multiple hops may exist between target
source nodes, and the sensory data packets may not be aggregated eﬃciently. Such applications pose additional challenges
of designing a mobile agent-based architecture over sensor
network. To address such challenges, this paper proposes a
novel combination of mobile agent paradigm and a holistic

12
sensor network architecture—directed diﬀusion. The combined framework is dubbed mobile agent-based directed diffusion (MADD). On top of DD, a gradient-based routing
scheme is proposed for mobile agent to eﬃciently migrate
from sink to source, source to source, and source to sink. We
verify the eﬃcacy of MADD by extensive simulations. The
simulation results show that the end-to-end delay of MADD
is worse than that of DD in certain conditions, but in most
cases, the MADD’s performance in terms of energy consumption is better than that of DD. Thus, for the scenarios
where energy consumption is of primary concern, MADD
exhibits substantially longer network lifetime than DD.
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ded systems
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2008 IAPR Workshop on

Cognitive Information Systems
June 9-10, 2008, Santorini, Greece
Sponsored by the Intl. Association for Pattern Recognition
in Cooperation with EURASIP and IEEE

Call for Papers
This first workshop on Cognitive Information Systems (CIS) aims at bringing together researchers
from the machine learning, pattern recognition, signal processing, and communications communities
in an effort to promote and encourage cross-fertilization of ideas and tools. The focus of the first CIS
workshop will be on Cognitive Radios.
Co-Chairmen:
Simon Haykin (Canada)
Sergios Theodoridis (Greece)
Program Co -Chairs
Tülay Adali (USA)
Eleftherios Kofidis (Greece)
Programme Committee Members
Fernando Perez Cruz (U.S.A)
Merouane Debbah (France)
Konstantinos Diamantaras (Greece)
Deniz Erdogmus (USA)
Jeronimo Arenas Garcia (Spain)
Georgios Giannakis (USA)
Konstantine Halatsis (Greece)
Anil Jain (USA)
Michael Jordan (USA)
Jan Larsen (Denmark)
Danilo Mandic (UK)
David Miller (USA)
Sanjit Mitra (USA)
Anant Sahai (USA)
Mihaela van der Schaar (USA)
Johan Seulkens (Belgium)
Konstantinos Slavakis (Greece)
Joos Vandewalle (Belgium)

The first workshop will take place in one of the world’s most beautiful and impressive places, the
Greek island of Santorini.
The workshop is sponsored by the International Association for Pattern Recognition (IAPR) and in
particular the Signal Analysis and Machine Intelligence Technical Committee. The workshop will
feature keynote addresses and technical presentations all of which will be included in the
registration. Papers are solicited for, but not limited to, the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning theory and modelling
Bayesian learning and models
Graphical and kernel methods
Adaptive learning algorithms
Ensembles: committees, mixtures, boosting, etc.
Data representation and analysis: PCA, ICA, CCA, etc.
Other related topics

•
•
•
•
•

Cognitive radio s
Cognitive component analysis -- Blind source separation, ICA, etc.
Cognitive dynamic s ystems

Distributed, cooperative, and adaptive processing
Other related topics

Plenary Speakers:

Prof. Simon Haykin (MacMaster Univ., Canada)
Prof. Jose Principe (Univ. of Florida, USA)
Prof. Ali Sayed (Univ. Of California, USA)
Prof. Bernhard Scholkopf (Max Plank Inst., Germany)

Schedule
Submission of full paper:
January 5, 2007
CIS’2008 webpage:

http://cis2008.di.uoa.gr./

Notification of acceptance:
March 5, 2007
Camera-ready paper
and author registration:
March 15 , 2007

Paper Submission Procedure
Prospective authors are invited to submit a double column paper of up to six pages using the
electronic submission procedure described at the workshop homepage. Accepted papers will be
published in a bound volume by the IEEE after the workshop and a CDROM volume will be
distributed at the workshop.

